
Please complete this questionnaire about your experience of cooperative learning in your English 
Compulsory class. It is for research purposes. You need not write your name.  
 
Choose a number on the scale 1 to 5 as you respond to each item. 
1= “strongly agree”, 2= “agree”, 3= “neither agree nor disagree” 4= “disagree”, 5= “strongly disagree” 
Tick the box that best represents your experience. 
 

No Working in cooperative groups: 1 2 3 4 5 

1 helped enhance my understanding/comprehension of English      

2 fostered exchange of knowledge, information and experience between 
students 

     

3 made problem-solving easier for me      

4 stimulated my cognitive skills (critical thinking, reasoning/arguing etc.)      

5 helped me feel more relaxed in the class      
6 enabled me receive and give useful/helpful feedback      

7 enabled the teacher to give feedback to learners       

8 enabled the teacher to give individual attention      

9 motivated me to learn more      
10 focused on collective efforts rather than individual effort      

11 helped learners to depend on one another for positive and constructive help      

12 created a greater sense of individual and group responsibility      
13 enabled learners to help weaker learners in the group      

14 enhanced my communication/interactive skills      

15 enhanced face to face interaction between learners      

16 enhanced interaction between learners and the teacher      
17 enhanced my interpersonal and small group skills      

18 improved my academic performance      

19 helped learners participate actively in the learning and teaching process      
20 made the class more fun and interesting for me      

21 helped me make new friends      

22 fostered team spirit      

23 I wasted my time explaining things to others      
24 it was difficult to get group members to actively participate in tasks      

25 made students feel neglected       

26 made me feel that group work should be encouraged/continued      
27 helped me to complete the learning tasks      

28 was problematic because some people did not do their share of work      

29 made me feel left out of group work      

30 helped me answer the questions in the exercises given      
31 helped us process information thoroughly in order to reach a consensus      

 
1. Circle the word which best represents your overall performance during working in cooperative groups. 
 a. Excellent   b. Pretty Good   c. Need to do better 
 
2. Briefly state the things which helped you while working in Cooperative group work. 
 
 
3. How did it feel working together on these activities? 
 
 
4. Further opinions/comments 


